
Pocket Sports Cycling is a simple dice rolling game that lets you take the handlebars of a rider in a road 
cycling event. The game can be played in solo mode or up to 4 players. You will need a pen & paper to keep 
track of how many laps, position, damage to your bike etc. Or download a scoresheet from the website!

Your objective is to ‘make attacking moves’ during the stages of each race and pass the riders in front one by 
one, hopefully into a podium �nish place. There are six dice. 

The red die is your Rider and will be the �rst die used at the start of any players turn. This die will tell you 
which tactics die to roll next for your rider’s attempt to move up a position in the race �eld. These are:

SPRINT (burst of speed), LINE (the angle of a turn) or CLIMB (power up/down hills). On each of these dice 
there are attacking moves with a number value, which indicates how much ‘e�ort’ has been exerted to pass 
the rider in front. The higher the value, the more chance your rider has of advancing a place.

This attacking move of your rider will be dependent on how the ‘Peloton’ reacts. 

PELOTON - The white die represents the other riders trying not to let you pass. It will be your opponent’s job 
to roll this die with a maximum of two rolls, to try and match or better the value of your rider’s move.  If he 
succeeds, your rider stays in the same position. If unsuccessful, you have advanced one place in the race.

You only have one possible attacking move per turn and the next player starts with the red Rider die.

SHUT OUT  - There will be times your Rider’s attack will be denied before beginning.  CUT OFF / BOXED IN / 
NO GAP /  TOO STEEP - all of these have ended your chance to attack and ends your turn. 

PELOTON  ‘X’   -   PELOTON ‘reroll’   -   PELOTON  ‘6’   -   PELOTON TIME TRIAL
The numbers 1 - 5 represent the e�ort made by the Peloton, but one face that shows  X / reroll / 6. 
In normal games, rolling an ‘X’ means the Peloton has no e�ect, or a value of zero.  

- TOUR mode ‘reroll’ means the Peloton never misses out and has a reroll. 
- GRAND TOUR mode numbers go from 1 - 6
- TIME TRIAL, the Peloton acts as the time clock and will be controlled by the Rider trialling. 

CHALLENGED - During the race you may have BACK MARKERS attempt to overtake you! Your turn will now 
be to sti�e their attack in order not to lose a position. When this occurs, YOU will be attacking as the Peloton 
and must meet the value of 5. You have two rolls to achieve this. If you succeed, your rider stays in the same 
position. If unsuccessful, you have dropped back one place in the race. Your turn ends after this.

BIKE DAMAGE - Each Rider starts with 2 points in each category your Rider or bike may su�er damage 
throughout the race. When the result BIKE DAMAGE is shown, roll the black die to see which category has 
been a�ected. The �rst two times reduce the points down to zero. A third roll on the same part (ie Chain) 
requires you to use the chase car and lose 1 position in the race.
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A BIKE CHECK doesn’t end your turn while you still have points. After you’ve deducted points, roll the red 
Rider die again and continue an attack.

MAKE A MOVE  +1    - Your Rider will gain a +1 to his attack value should this appear on the Rider die.  It is 
stackable which means if you roll it twice, before moving to a tactic dice, you will gain +2. 

EXTENDING THE LEAD
IF.....you manage to be the race leader, you’ll want to create a gap between yourself and the 2nd placed rider. 
By simply continuing to make attacking moves, if you succeed, you create a space of 1 place and a bu�er 
zone from any BACK MARKER challenges.

RACE MODES - there are 3 ways to race. 

TIME TRIAL (SOLO) (10 lap road race against the clock)  Bike Damage - OFF (ignore & reroll)
To determine a starting position for each Rider going into a Tour race, you will have 10 turns/laps. Each 
player will roll and attack as per normal gameplay and earn the following times:
- A successful attacking move                                      =  5 mins
- Unsuccessful but remaining in the same place   = 10 mins
- Losing your position to a back marker                   = 15 mins 
After 10 turns have been completed, total your time and �nd your starting position here:

In the event of two times being the same, the Rider that went �rst will take front position,
with the second Rider taking the position behind.

TOUR MODE 
(3 day race / 10 laps per day / Bike Damage / Peloton ‘X’ day 1&2 / Peloton ‘reroll’ day 3)
- The Rider with the fastest time trial will start the event.  
- Riders can use  ‘strategy’ counters throughout the race where possible. 
- Bike Damage is ON - you will needs to track with a pen & paper.
- Replacement Bike can only be used in between end & start of a day
- 

GRAND TOUR MODE ( A total of 5 x 3 day events / Peloton ‘ALL’ / 5 course PDF download)
To enter the GRAND TOUR you will have placed (1st/2nd/3rd) in a Tour Mode Event. 
Placing in any of these 5 events also yield rewards. See the website for further details.

STRATEGY COUNTERS 
Each game comes with 1 set of Team counters. These give speci�c bonuses you may use to gain an advan-
tage such as a Double Move, plus 1 to attack value, plus 1 against Back Marker attacks and other unique 
skills. Some counters can be used at any time (like a reroll to improve a bad roll) but other need to ‘activated’.

Counters that give a plus 1 bonus must be activated, before rolling that die. So if you have a Climb +1 bonus, 
you must activate it after the Rider has determined a Climb attack will happen.

Ie if your Rider rolls Climb and you want to use a Climb +1 counter, you must announce that you will use it 
before rolling the CLIMB die.
IF the CLIMB die is TOO STEEP or BACK MARKER - the counter has not been activated and can be used again 
on another move
IF the CLIMB die results in a successful attack, the counter is ‘activated’ and bonus added to the value. After 
use, regardless of the result, it cannot be used again. 
  

 
 

SEPT 30
7 50mins    1st

55mins    2nd
60mins    3rd
65mins    4th
70mins    5th
75mins    6th
80mins    7th
85mins    8th
90mins    9th
95mins 10th
100min 11th
105min 12th
110min 13th
115min 14th
120min 15th

Time Pos.


